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Theω叫ombenergy di任erence叫んのdclZ=-f'N=-fj-L(Z=-r，
昨今1)are accurately' extressed bY.flEμ}=O.6町 -l)A-協 V，when 也e
nuclei (z=4L N=今l)have恥伽edshe印刷rrefor附 ons.(台omA=3
toA = 41). 
Introduction 
The energy difference between mirror nuc1ei can be determined fair1y accurately 
from the maximum kinetic energy E，叩 inthe s司仕組sitionbetween them. Asuming 
位lecharge symmetry of nuc1ear forces，也ebinding energy di妊erenceof mirror nuclei 
flEc is attributed to the di任:erenceof the nuc1ear Coulomb energies.め Classically出is
is given by AEC =:=y-11(d←1) if both of nuc1ear charge of mirror nuclei are distri-
5 R 
buted uniform1y over a sphere of radius . R. The equation 
AEc=O.592CA-1)A-tMeV (1) 
which corresponds to R=1.47x10-13Aまcmagrees with observations remankably and 
provides evidences for the charge symme甘yof nuc1eatr forces and the . saturation of 
nuc1ear density.2)，3) However，出eex開，rimentalvalues deviate from (1) considerably加
very small A and deviation are over the experimental errors even in large A. 
To explain these deviations more precise calculations have been made. The effects 
of exchange Coulomb energy were considered4) by Feenberg and Phillips and the 1訂 'ge
di任erences AEcCA=ll)-AE。μ=9) and AEcCA=15)-!lEcCA=13) and the small 
di丘erences AEcCA=9)-AEcCA=7) and AEcCA=13)-AEcCA=11) wereexplained 
qua1itatively. Another attemptり，5) made by Be出.e w加 tocorrelate the Coulomb 
energy di妊erenceof odd nudeus with binding energy of the least str勺nglybound 
partic1es， and small AEcCA = 13) and AEc心4=17)and large AEcCA=l1)叩 d!lE心4=
15) were correlated to the s廿ongand weak bindings of the last nucleons. 
As the variety and a:ccuracy of the experimental data have increased recently， it
seems worth while to consider仕leproblem under the newer data. 
The Coulomb energy difference between mirror nuclei 
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In Fig. 1， the binding energy di任e1'encesbetw田 nmi1'1'or nuclei calculated f1'om Em山
(except fo1' A=5， 9， 25) ta恥nf1'om the table 2 xn the Winthe1' and Kofoed-Hansen's 
paper6〕areplotted against (d-l〕d j e For J425ァ 9，25 less accurate data are used. 
The solid line passing through the origin is 
AEG=0.613〔d-1〉4413Mby. (2) 
The dotted line 問 presentsthe equation (1). The table 1 conta:ins the expe1'imental 
value of I1Ec obtained from E阻 αx，the calculated value from equation (2)， theIr di任e1'ence
dzAEC-0.613〔d-Dd-tM-Y 〔3〕
and the binding energy of last nucleon. “Configu1'ation" in the table gives the 
configuration which corresponds to the nuc1eon numbers (A十1)/2according to j-j 
coupIing shell modeL7) In Fig. 2 the Feenberg and Goertzel's .plot8) is replaced by the 
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General features and qualitative 
in terpretation日
l. The eifect (:f eXc!Wllge energy. The 
oscillating behavior of t.E G is seen until 
A = 41， although it is small for large A， 
and ムE，(Aニ二4n+1)and t.Ec(A=4n十3)lie 
on relatively smooth curves separately 
(Fig. 2). This trend was explained by 
Feenberg and GoertzeP) as the effect of 
the exchange Coulomb energy on general 
assumptions. くFeenberg and Goertzel's 
theory assumes that the totaI spin of 
protons is a good quantum number. Ac-
cording to Kurathめthecalculated Coulomb 
energy based on L-S and j-j models are 
substantially the same.) The exceptions 
are A=23 and A=33. The six AEc(4nト3)
connected by the solid line seem to have 
larger values than other AE. This point 
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Correlati，ρ1z with last mtcleo71 biding. 
ムEc has small or lalJge values according 
to weal王orstrong biniding of last nuc1eon 
(Table 1). Bethe's theοry holds qualitatively 




3. Tlu effect of shell structure. 
t.Ec for 
A=3， 11， 15， 27， 31， 39 (4) 
are very c10ser to the 1ine of equation (2) 
(Fig. 1， Fig. 2). The deviations d for these 
A are smaller than that for other A by the 
factor about 10 (table 1). (d for A = 3 is 
somewhat Iarger. The e任'ectiveradii of 
nuc1ei Aニ3are expected large because of 
















(A) is the Coulomb energy 
between nuc1ei (Z= (A+1)/2， N ニ (A-1/2)
and (Z=臼-1)/2，N=(A十1)/2)，and for 
above six A 2 Fig. 
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(A+1)/2=2， 6， 8， 14， 16， 20， (5) 
AE c for these A a:re the Coulomb energy di飴 rencesbetween proton closed shell and 
neutron c10sed shell nuclei， according to the j-j coupling shellmodel.り Theproton 
c10sed nuc1eus (Z=(A+1)/2， N=(A-1)/2) for the value A of (4) is expected to 
have a fairly spherical and uniform cha:rge dis凶bution.(Addition theorem for spherical 
harmonics.) 1n the neutron c10sed shell nucleus (Z = (A -1)/2，λT=(A+1)/2)， a fairly 
spherical and uniform distribution of neu甘:onsmay induce the simi1ar proton distribution. 
(The correlation betwoon proton and neutron distributions a町 forinstance， can be 
seen from the ratios of maximum and minimum densities of nucleons due to出e
Cou1omb repu1sion betwoon protons. They are estimated (p，抗η'院.附P
proton a:nd (p隅 α山必/pm耐4旬ρ)1+0.0∞OlOAfor neutron.2却0)りH<ence， AEc for A in (4) may be 
expressed as AE c = (6/5)Ze2/ R fairly well than that for other A. It seems that the 
fact出atムEc for A in (4) is expressed very accurately by the equation (2) is the 
effect of the nuclear shell structu向.
(b) For the value of A larger by two than也atin (4)， (Z=(A+1)/2， N=ω-1)/2) 
and(Z=(A-1)/2， N=(A+1)/2) areneu甘onand proton closed shell nucleus respectively. 
These nuc1ei may also have spherical and uniform charge distributions， but in the 
closed shel1 plus one nucleus the last nudeon binding is relatively weak (Table 1) and 
for these A rela:tively small AE c is expected from the Beth's theory. This trend appears 
in observations. (Except A = 33) . 
(c) The constant 0.613 in the equation (2) is larger than 0.592 in the equation 
(1) and d except for A in (4) is negative. This fact shows tha:t th陪c10sedshell nucleus 
has relatively small effective radius. AE c (A = 23) and AE c (A = 33) are exceptions and 
give 1訂 gereffective radii than仕lOseare expected. They are also exceptional cases in 
出.ediscussions 1 and 2. 
( d) Experiments of electron scattering and μ-mesonic X-rays give smaller nuclear 
radii for the charge distributions of the order of 1. 2 X 10-13 A C11l.21)判明Measu問 ments
withμ 一mesonicatoms are accurate in heavior nuclei， whi1e the mirror nuc1ei experi-
ments are carried out only in lighter nuc1ei. 1f the meson experiments give the radii 
1. 2 X 10-13 A C11l for the lighter nuclei as it s田 msvery likely at the present time， the 
discrepancy between the va1ues for the nuclear radii derived from mirror nuc1ei and 
those derived from meson experiments must be investigated in more 
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